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SPIRITUAL LIGHT: CHAPTER 12 - SURVIVAL AND COMMUNICATION
12.2 MEDIUMS
1207 Mediums and Mediumship

To those who think about it, the existence of mediumship is part of the abundant
evidence of the Love and Goodness that are God.
For Mediumship removes the terror of the tomb, the dread of death, and the fear
of the future. It proves that those who leave the physical world are still alive; the
they are not parted from us by an unbridgeable gulf; and that, on the contrary, they
are sometimes closer to us than ever before.
Water is seldom purer, however, than the channel through which it flows, or the
vessel into which it has been poured. The same can be said with respect to
communication and mediums. +[1208].
As with almost every every other group, mediums vary widely in skill, in
character, and in integrity.
We say this emphatically—and it is a cardinal teaching of the USB:
The medium who is highly developed in his or her mediumship, and
who is also true spiritual, is a pearl beyond price.
Without pure, selfless, spiritual mediums, much that Illumined Souls share with
humanity could not be presented, and to those mediums the world owes much.
There is, unfortunately, a scarcity of such instruments [mediums]. But with their
burning desire to help humanity, and to attempt to divert it from the path of
destruction, Illumined Souls do not confine themselves to only those who are worthy
of their presence, but, wherever it is possible they share their wisdom with and
through other individuals also, directly or (as is usual in such cases) indirectly [using
standbys,+1223:3, or relays, +1215:9].
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Wherever the need is great enough, there beings from the higher spirit realms will
appear, to demonstrate in one way or another, even if the channel leaves much to be
desired. It is then a far from pleasant experience for them, but one they willingly
assume, dedicated as they are to their purpose.
We wish that more mediums understood this.
We wish that more mediums realized that the greater their spirituality, the better
they could serve as channels for elevated spirit souls—always provided of course that
their psychic centers are sufficiently sensitive.
___________________________________________
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